Modern technology requires modern learning
To succeed with software, you need a knowledgeable team and a learning solution
that is quick, effective, and prescriptive. Red Hat® Learning Subscription provides
easy, on-demand access to quickly learn Red Hat technologies.

Customize your learning experience by
choosing your subscription tier
Standard

Basic

Developer

Red Hat Online Learning and video
classroom courses (all courses)

Red Hat Online Learning and video
classroom courses (all courses)

Early Access courses

Early Access courses

400 hours of lab time

400 hours of lab time

10 e-book downloads

10 e-book downloads

Learning paths

Learning paths

Red Hat Online Learning
and video classroom courses
(developer courses only)
Early Access courses
100 hours of lab time
10 e-book downloads
Learning paths

5 certification exams with 2 retakes

3 developer certification exam
attempts including retakes

Expert extras
Expert chat

Available for purchase
By individual

For the enterprise

Red Hat Learning Subscriptions are available on a per-user
basis for all tiers. Individuals, teams, and small
organizations can mix and match tiers as needed to meet
their Red Hat Training and Certification goals.

Red Hat Learning Subscription Enterprise is a scalable and
comprehensive learning solution for large organizations
seeking ongoing training for a large number of users.
The enterprise version of each tier offers significant cost
savings for a large number of subscriptions
to that tier at a single, flat price.

Red Hat Learning Subscription
Rapid skills transformation on Red Hat technologies

Get on-demand learning
For just-in-time learning
across the Red Hat portfolio

24x7 access
globally

Self-paced

Globally
available

E-books for
offline use

Access content continuously
updated by experts

Verify your skills with
Red Hat Technologies

42% of the content in the subscription

Prepare for Red Hat Certification with content
straight from the source.

didn’t exist a year ago.

Based on courses added in 2018.

Keep pace with change

Maximize your Red Hat investment

Technology is
always evolving

The need for product
knowledge changes

New versions
are released

New products
are adopted

According to a recent IDC study,
adding just 1.5% of project
budget to training can
move the success rate
from 50% to 80%.1

$

Take teams further, faster
“With current solutions, delivered
after taking Red Hat Training, we are
still at zero unplanned downtime,
after more than two years.” 1

“It used to take 30 days per service
to develop applications, but it now
takes 20 days per service.” 1

“The change we have experienced
with Red Hat Training is the ability
to go from 2 months to 3 minutes
on a platform build.” 1

Source: [1] IDC InfoBrief, sponsored by Red Hat, The Business Value of Red Hat Training Courses, September, 2017.

Get a free trial
red.ht/learning-subscription
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